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The best way to enjoy analogue streetphotography and to 
find your way in the city. All photographs are located on 
the map behind the fanzine, it’s easy and you can keep it 
in your pocket !
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About the artist
---

Grégoire Huret is a self-taught photographer 
passionate about street photography and 
35mm cameras. 

Through his photographs, he’s taking a sin-
cere look at the life that surrounds him by 
capturing on film, spontaneous situations.

Without manipulating the reality, his photo-
graphs shows lonely characters in graphic de-
cors where contrast and grain strengthening 
his quest for authenticity.
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FEEL FREE TO PHOTOCO-
PY THIS ZINE AND DIS-
TRIBUTE IT YOURSELF ! 

1.   Aurore
Métro Daumesnil

«We were waiting for our me-
tro at Daumesnil station. She 
wasn’t ready for a portrait»

2.   Unknown
Metro Dupleix

«I shot this photo after had 
done another job. I waited 
for our two metros to stop at 
the same time. After that she 
smiled at me, then left»

5.   Marion
Métro Campo Formio

«Going to dinner at my cou-
sin’s, Marion laughed at the 
jokes of a drunk friend called 
Panda»

8.   Unknown
Chatelet

«A lot of people are unhappy 
when others are constantly on 
their phones. But before that 
wasn’t it people with their 
noses in books ?»

7.   Two unknown
Métro Chemin Vert

«I was on my way home from 
a party when I saw this woman 
sleeping on her friends shoul-
der. I felt the same way but I 
didn’t have a shoulder»

6.   Unknown
Métro Daumesnil

«The guy was drunk; his 
head was banging with metro 
rythm. I noticed that it’s the 
only male of my series»

3.   Unknown
Métro Grands Boulevards

«Often the windows of the 
metro are dirty and I have to 
move to find a clear angle. I 
like people who are in their 
thoughts because it appeases 
me»

4.   Unknown
Métro République

«I spotted her when she ente-
red in the metro, she seemed 
so quiet. Then I decided to 
shoot her through the window 
»


